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Foreword 
Transition Edinburgh was invited by the City of Edinburgh Corporate Policy and Strategy 
and the Edinburgh Sustainable Development Partnership to organise four workshops and 
community exhibitions as part of the Locality Improvement Plan development process.   

Over a two hour workshop 170 citizens shared their priorities for the coming 5-year plans.  
Recurrent themes raised at the workshops and the accompanying exhibitions are shown 
below – there were many overlapping goals in projects people asked to be included:  

 Improving Local Amenities – provision of Ideas Cafes / public meeting places and 
strategies to strengthen communities like Participative Budgeting.  

 Linking Green Spaces – promoting well-being by creating enjoyable places and 
encouraging food growing – giving people pride in their local community.  

 Healthy Streets – more pedestrianisation and separating motor vehicles from 
people travelling more actively by walking and cycling.  

 Warm homes – more well insulated and affordable housing, no fuel poverty, and 
more community energy generation and district heating. 

The fine detail of the responses is rich in local interest and shows a desire for both more 
involvement and for all the statutory agencies to listen and act so that some of the 
community’s ‘wishes’ come to fruition. 

These responses are offered as a contribution to the Locality Improvement Plans due out 
in October 2017 and – in the longer term – to the Edinburgh 2050 City Vision.   
This report is structured to give each of the four Localities a two-page Executive Summary 
for the Locality Improvement Teams to consider including in their coming Draft Plans.   

April 2017  [See more about this at www.transitionedinburgh.org.uk]  
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Locality Working was introduced to Edinburgh in 2016.   There are four Localities in 
Edinburgh.  South East inc City Centre  /  South West  /  North West  /  North East.  
Each Locality is required to develop a 5-year Locality Improvement Plan.  Phase 1 
consultation looked at the wider needs of a Locality over autumn 2016.   
These events contributed to Phase 2 looking at more specific issues in localities.   
Locality Improvement Plans are due to be published by October 2017.    
________________________________________________________________________ 

Transition Edinburgh connects and supports community groups, and initiates practical 
projects that strive for a greener, fairer, healthier and more resilient Edinburgh. 

To join in city-wide Transition initiatives or to sign up to our monthly email newsletter 
please go to www.transitionedinburgh.org.uk see the tabs for links to local groups, contact 
us, or come along to one of the Events of Interest. 

Pat Abel, Reem Al-Kayyam, Katharina Bouchard, Isabella Browning, Johanna Carrie and 
David Somervell with workshop facilitation by Pamela Candea and Osbert Lancaster.   

http://www.edinburghcompact.org.uk/localities-2/localities-south-east/
http://www.edinburghcompact.org.uk/localities-2/localities-south-west/
http://www.edinburghcompact.org.uk/localities-2/localities-north-west/
http://www.edinburghcompact.org.uk/localities-2/localities-north-east/
http://www.transitionedinburgh.org.uk/
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1.  Edinburgh South East Locality Improvement Plan 

Executive Summary from Community Engagement 
Transition Edinburgh organised an Exhibition at City Chambers from Monday 6th February 
to Friday 10th February and a Community Workshop on the evening of 8th February 2017 – 
for South East Locality, including City Centre.   

A. Improvement Plan Suggestions from the Community Workshop 

The 50 participants were invited to rate their issue of concern from 0 (appalling) to 10 
(wonderful).  The facilitators then invited all to describe their issues of concern and these 
were used to establish discussion groups with similar interests – summarised below: 

Brief Summary of Priority Locality Improvement Projects: 

 Getting around and Air Quality:  Improve Cycle lanes. No parking in them. Remove 
clutter from pavements (such as A boards).  Reduce congestion and amount of traffic 
coming into the city. Introduce congestion charge and increase Park and Ride.  

 Architecture and Place:  Better implementation of planning decisions for Royal Mile 
and other City Centre streets to maintain the City as a World Heritage Site. 

 Community and Amenities:  Accessible, quiet and affordable Indoor Public Spaces 
required for socialising and environmental and other community projects.   

 Waste:  Improve recycling.  Throwaway society has to be addressed – perhaps through 
deposit on beverage containers and other means.   

 Green Space: in the city is appreciated. Management needs to improve and a plan put 
in place. Improve connectivity between green spaces.  Increase green corridors 
supporting biodiversity.  Preserve existing green space. Raise awareness of educational 
opportunities (green skills) and community growing.    

 Food:  Improve access to local organic food in the city through Farmers’ Markets and 
other sustainable food sources. More growing within the city to address food security. 
 

B. Improvement Plan Suggestions emerging from the Exhibition 

Stalls and displays were set up based on the following broad sustainability themes:  
Food Growing and Sharing, Green Spaces, Affordable Warmth, a Roof over your Head, 
Getting About, Economy and Jobs, and Leisure and Well-being.  Locality Improvement 
Team and Transition Edinburgh South’s Project at Gracemount Walled Garden exhibited. 

Participants were asked to indicate which themes mattered most to them with orange dots 

People were also asked to use post-its to consider What’s Working Well in their Locality 
and what Could Be Better.  The final opportunity to contribute was by posting ideas on 
the Wishing Tree that participants hoped for if they had a Fairy Godmother! 

 

Priorities identified from each of the engagement Tools: 

1. Exhibition Titles Strongest support for the following (response totals in brackets) 
 Nature is near where we live and work (26) 

 Walking and cycling priority over private cars (25) 

 Our parks and gardens lift our spirits (24) 

 I don't need a car, public transport is great (19) 
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2. Wishing Tree 

Green Spaces 
 Connect Green Spaces!  Braidburn Valley Park path to Hermitage of Braid via Morton 

Hall Tennis Club – underpass under Braid Road and Pentland Terrace next to the burn.  

 High value placed on our natural capital – Bio-diverse parks and green spaces 

 Green corridors more outdoor activities to promote health and wellbeing – more trees 

 Access to good health and outdoors for everyone and more trees along our streets 

 Greenspace close to where we live to enjoy nature, retrofit green space where deficient 

 Better appreciation of eco-systems – i.e. pollination, air quality, flooding prevention, 
aesthetics, soil quality – and how these depend on healthy ‘nature’   

Getting Around and Air Quality 
 Congestion Charge of say £10 / car to enter city (area to be agreed).  Disabled free   

 Stop 80,000 cars coming in every day dumping their vehicles in our residential streets   

 Reduce congestion and killer air pollution, less cars, more electric vehicles, more bikes   

 Cities and streets are for people!  Healthier Streets and Car Free Days   

 More trees to combat pollution – increasing the health of our citizens.   

Architecture 
 Stricter Planning Permission stop destruction of our Ancient Architecture   

 Edinburgh’s World Heritage Site needs more pedestrian spaces 

 Stop shops putting Scottish Tourist Tat outside their shop fronts and blasting loud music   

 A ban on ‘A’-boards throughout the city.  They are a selfish blockage to our pavements.   

Community and Amenities 
 Culture is the city’s strength:  more local investment in Arts and Culture infrastructure   

 A work hub for self employed people   

 We need to stop being a throwaway society:  our streets are dirty / not enough recycling   

 Encourage community groups to take control of our neighbourhoods spaces  

 Increase local food production.   

3. Could Be Better 
 Healthy Streets for people walking and cycling with less need for polluting vehicles   

 Less Fly-tipping and people taking responsibility – More bins, litter busting teams!  

 More trees – they are not being replaced – need more budget for this   

 Need better promotion of parks for health and well-being, better play facilities   

 School grounds should be greener especially alongside busty roads.   

 School dinners organic and local, school snacks healthy   

 Too many supermarkets taking over independent shops locally – protect local shops   

 Too many student ”ghettos” being built in town for maximum profit   

 Require owners to clear up dog fouling.  Better waste collection less rubbish and litter 

Less traffic – Air Pollution is an issue on major roads. 
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Community Planning for People & Planet: SE workshop 
Extended Report from the workshop held 6-8pm Wednesday 8 February 
2017 at the City Chambers for the Locality Improvement Plan Process 

How do people rate the locality? 

Background 

The aim of this activity was to give participants an opportunity to share their concerns and 
interests as a precursor to more detailed group discussions later. 

Participants were asked to think about an issue they are especially interested in and to 
rate how good the locality (or a specific area) is in respect of this issue on a scale from 
zero (appalling) to ten (wonderful). They then arranged themselves in order from zero to 
ten along one side of the room. The facilitator invited a selection of people to briefly 
describe the issue of concern to them, and why they had rated the locality as they had. 

This activity gave everyone an understanding of the breadth of issues of concern to 
participants, and the level of satisfaction with the locality in respect of these issues. 

Results 

There was a fairly even spread of ratings across the range. Within each issue there was 
also a wide spread. 

This indicates that while participants recognise there is much to be proud of, there are still 
many areas where significant improvement is required. 

The notes below represent the main points made by participants. They have been grouped 
into broad themes. 

A. Getting around & air quality 

 Ease of walking around the city centre, traffic volumes, poor parking, and clutter on 
pavements ( A Boards), some nice areas, but need to reduce car volumes in the city 
centre specifically – score 4 

 80,000 cars dumped [i.e. parked] in the City, toxic environment, air quality, obstructs 
cyclists and walkers – score 3 

 Enjoy cycling in the city and its walkability. Concerned about lack of secure cycle 
storage, especially in tenemented areas. 

 Air quality concerns in some areas of the Southside – Nicholson and Clerk Street 
corridor specifically, some areas okay through  – score 4 

 Cycling – street clutter, need to improve cycle ways, traffic dangers – score 6 

 Cycling – mismatch of policy regarding cycling storage, cyclist behaviours, lack of inter 
connected cycle ways, conflicts with wider transport policies – score 1 

B. Architecture and Place 

 Degradation of the architecture, particularly shop fronts, need to maintain the City’s 
beautiful heritage – score 0 

C. Community and amenities 

 Satisfied with the Southside, accessible amenities, parks, theatres, cinemas, sense of 
community and good people - score 8 

 Remote suburban communities in Howdenhall, Bankhall etc difficult to connect and 
communicate with these communities - score 2 
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 Accessible indoor public spaces – concerns about the availability and affordability of 
indoor spaces for environmental projects, and other community projects – score 3 

 Lack of indoor space for repair/reuse projects - 1 

 Problem tenants very problematic, threatening us, eg in sheltered housing - 3 

 Community safety in sheltered accommodation sites and with neighbours, need more 
communication with police and public services to address these behaviours – score 3 

 Children and young people’s welfare, risk taking behaviours a growing problem, this 
needs to be addressed – score 4 

D. Waste & green spaces 

 Rubbish, waste and litter – specific reference to the Meadows, but across the City as 
well, wider application of penalties? Council needs to do  more  – score 0 

 Natural green space and parks, really happy with green spaces in the City but they lack 
budget and management, concerns about the inter connectedness of green spaces 
and planning for this in the future – score 7 

E. Food 

 Children and families access to organic food, sustainable food sources, farmers 
markets, and concerns about the general interest in food e.g. school meals - score 4 

Note that (a) this is not an exhaustive list of all participants concerns, and (b) the scores 
are those given by the participants who had the opportunity to speak - other people will 
probably have had both higher and lower score.  

 

What projects would improve the locality? 

Background 

Participants were invited to work in groups on themes of interest to them. The themes for 
the groups were based on the issues raised in the previous activity. Each group was 
tasked with identifying a project that would improve their locality in relation to the topic. 
The aim was for the groups to come up with some broad outlines for positive action, rather 
than focusing on problems. 

Each group interpreted the brief in slightly different ways and made more or less progress 
in the limited time available. 

Results 

Project 1: Accessible Quiet Indoor Spaces 

Issues 

A lack of accessible, quiet indoor spaces for a range of activities.  
Our wish: some intermediate space where people can drop in to socialise (without paying 
lots of money and get together for creative activities to enfranchise people with no formal 
employment 

Issues include: 

• Noise pollution (e.g. from music in shops) in Cafes/restaurants; Libraries. The effect is to 
exclude older and infirm people from the public domain. 

• Restricted safe/sociable space in town – affects everyone young people, low income 
people, problem if you have to pay 
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• Insufficient activity workshop space eg, recycling, reuse, repair get together with friends 
– for younger people, people not employed with little money 

• Quicker completion of construction/road closures – noise form projects, inconvenience 

Ideas 

• See the pipedown campaign – www.pipedown.info 

• Map out underused vacant, coming free soon spaces, publicly owned, publish this –early 
priority – end 2018? Could be a work based placement for UofE masters or UG student, 
or a crowd funded honorarium?  Or paid research? 

• Quiet days in private shops, cafes – give awards, badges for business who establish 
quiet days or improve their acoustic performance – like child-friendly Edinburgh 

• Research the range of people affected by noise 

• Quiet Scotland, quiet Edinburgh 

• Wooden benches in public spaces.  Pausing places to watch the world go by 

 
Project 2: Recycling & Litter 

Recycling 

• Not enough getting recycled, including food (3/20), big items, bottles  recycling bins often 
too full 

Litter 

• Not enough people picking stuff up, paid by council, unpaid citizens 

• Too many people throwing stuff away 

• Not community payback – we need to make this valued, people need a choice 

• “The director of bins is an invisible person” 

• What does the council want from the public?  How can we communicate better? 

• Harder to get a voluntary group in city centre – some areas are better than others 

• Do we have the best in bin technology? 

• Ban the barbeques – notices – no fires please 

• Children educating parents 

• Not enough environmental wardens 

• Friends of the meadows needs more foot soldiers 

• More bottle bins 

• Deposit return? 

• Special uplift costs too much 
 

Project 3: Green Space 

Project ideas: 

• Linking existing green spaces (green corridors) 

• More street trees – needs a budget 

• Better preserve existing green spaces (prevent private organisations from 
selling/developing) 
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• Promote intergenerational use of green space (conservation projects, etc) 

• Raise awareness of existing educational opportunities about ‘green’ skills (eg community 
growing) and deliver more [skills?] 

• Increase local forums to discuss green issues and collaborate 

• Better managing of orphan land (use) 

• Promote the sharing of knowledge, skills and experience 

Problems: 

• A lack of green connectivity between green spaces 

• Not enough green corridors 

• Not enough tree planting 

• Poor implementation of good policy 

• Poor active, healthy travel infrastructure 
 

Why it is important: 

• Health  

• Biodiversity 

• Wellbeing 

• Appearance 

• Prosperity and growth 
 

Who is affected? 

• Everyone 

• Workers 

• Families 

• Residents 

• Tourists 

• Children 

• Students 
 

Who should be involved 

• NHS 

• Police Scotland 

• Council 

• Health and Social Care 

• Edinburgh Colleges 

• SQA 

• Third sector 
 

Key dates: 
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• 2017 – 2022 

• Starting now, phased implementation 
 

Project 4: Walkers and Cyclists 

What is the problem?  

Difficulties for walkers and cyclists 

• Cycle lanes (people parking in them and more) 

• Pavements 

• A-boards 

• Narrow pavements 
 

Why is it important?  

• Health? 

• Well-being 

• Sociability 

• Local business benefit 

• Security 

• Public Realm 

• Accessibility/ inclusion 

Who is affected by it? 

• Everyone who walk and cycles 

• Businesses and tourists 

Who should tackle the problem? 

CEC  

• Strategy/vision, think differently (document?) 

• Enforced at local level, expressed at local level 

• One person to deal with parking, litter etc in smaller area 

Any key dates? 

May 2017 
 

Project 5: Community 

Problem 

• Isolation of older people (electronic isolation). 

• Lack of one-to-one and group communication about social opportunities. 

• Lack of engagement spaces. Badly planned developments, uninteresting spaces indoors 
and out. 

• Long term cohesion/planning. 

• Difficulties of creating communities when students, hotels/hostels, other businesses. 
Human infrastructure. 
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Communication between neighbourhoods which encourages interaction on all levels 
 
Issues: 

• Electronic isolation - one on one 

• Young kids experience local isolation 

• Venues that are relevant to needs and wants 

• Education funding - encourages interactions 

• Losing spaces 
 

Who is affected? 

All! 
 

Who should be involved? 

• Existing community groups, all students. 

• Stronger community council - reimagined  

• More power, higher budget 

• Increased interaction. 
 

Project 6: Congestion 

What is the problem? 

Congestion, amount of traffic, obstructing buses, taxis, walkers and cyclists, all traffic. 

Why is it important? 

Health, more difficult for people to travel actively, air pollution, economic damage. 

Who is affected by it? 

Everyone, including unborn. 

Who should be involved to tackle it? 

Council, Scottish Government, police. More park and ride - congestion charge. 

When are any relevant key dates? 

Council elections. 
 
 

Project 7:  Architecture / Food / Access to buildings 
[One group addressed these three issues] 

Vacant buildings 

• Reuse in a sustainable, integral way 

• Way of communication 

• How to involve everyone and inform everyone 

• Renewal / future generation 

Food 

• Farmers market - indoors? 
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• Suitable reuse 

• Farmers market 

• Dig In shop 

• Word of mouth 

• Understanding 

• Supporting local producers 

• Community garden, deprived areas 

• Culture of growing 

• Available - competitive - at the door step - price - local 

• Food packaging 

Protect Scottish Project  

• Tartan Shops  

• Proliferation 

• Subsidies to the same 

• Items 

• Stop planning permission to authentic shops 

• Genuine Scottish needs protected 

• Council advertisement 

• Clause about putting things outside of the building / changing things around  

• Name and shame worst shop fronts of Royal Mile 

• Praise and reward good and authentic  

• Lowest architectural value, it is the weakening the community 

• Support from council to give recognition to trademarks, local and independent  

• Promote and champion authenticity  

• Enable organisations to run - green spaces 

• Sustainable, considerate reuse / safeguard  
 

Food Project 

• Food growing strategy considered by the council  

• Everybody - holistic strategy involving schools - food literacy (schools and 
everywhere) 

• Locality 

• Food security/ resilient food crops - a lot 

• Bring/ develop local food growing spaces 

• Council update on food strategy 

• Ideas 

• Indoor markers 

• Box schemes 

• Community <-> promotion 

• Protection of first three levels of agriculture 
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• Stop plastic packages 

 
The Wishing Tree 

 All electric taxis 

 More and better Park & Ride 

 Enough affordable housing 

 Enough Primary Health Care 

 Bike Scheme 

 20 mph Enforcement 

 Restore Green space & Prevent 
further damage 

 Tree lined streets 

 No potholes 

 Access to locally grown food 

 Compulsion to use brown field sites 
first for development 

 Equal priority for cyclists and 
pedestrians vs vehicles 

 Accessibility of public buildings 

 

 

Could be better 

 Economic Activity 

 Cultural  & Arts 

 Restoration Projects 

 Infrastructure e.g. drainage 

 Green space 

 Access to Primary Care 

 Roads and Pavements 

 Air Pollution / Health 

 Family friendliness  

o Housing 

o Education 

o Grocers etc, amenities 

 Public transport 

 Cycling  

 Infrastructure 

 roads 
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2.  Edinburgh South West Locality Improvement Plan 

Executive Summary from Community Engagement 
Transition Edinburgh organised an Exhibition at Wester Hailes Education Centre (WHEC) 
Monday 13 to Friday 17 February and a Community Workshop on 15 February 2017.   
The following priorities came from two Community Workshops – the evening one at WHEC 
and a follow up on 15 March at Out of the Blue – plus an Exhibition at WHEC.  

A. Improvement Plan Suggestions from the Community Workshop 
The 35 participants were invited to rate an issue of concern 0 (appalling) to 10 (wonderful).  
The facilitators then invited all to describe their issues of concern and these were used to 
establish discussion groups with similar interests – summarised below:  

Brief Summary of Priority Locality Improvement Projects: 

Priority Projects on Place, Community Safety, Health, Social Care & Well-being:  

 Community Hubs:  with enhancement of Local Amenities   

 “Healthy Streets”:  Neighbourhood project to tackle traffic and congestion   

 Green Space transformed:  through Place creation; increase value of parks; 
reduce litter; increase community cohesion 

 “South West is Best”: community ownership and Pride in Place. 
To make these happen a holistic approach is needed.  Suggestions included: Invite a 
Challenge Bid – “Place Transformation Projects” and allocate 10% of capital funding for 
SW over the 5 years to be allocated (£millions) for reorganisation of roads + village square 
+ gathering space – and select two projects on basis of collaborative process evidence. 

These will help to develop a better sense of community, and  increase the potential for 
pride in the locality.  Provision of more ‘gathering space’ will give opportunities for reducing 
isolation of vulnerable people and so improve health and well-being. 

Priority Projects focussed on aspects of Place:  

 Zero Fuel Poverty and Insulated Warm Homes  

Both focus on retro-fitting insulation, reducing fuel poverty, improving health and well-
being, in addition to reducing carbon emissions – so contributing to the city’s Sustainable 
Energy Action Plan and are also part of creating a more sustainable city.   

Community scale implementation is proposed.  By 2022,  25% of all domestic and non-
domestic building improve EPC by 2 levels.  Target achieving at least level C Energy 
Performance Certificate by all residential and non-domestic buildings in locality by 2030. 

Co-procuring, re-training operatives, installing PV, refurbishing – provision of loans and 
grants, Home Energy Scotland will need to be involved.  Advice from the Edinburgh Centre 
for Carbon Innovation will help to plan an achievable programme of work.   

In parallel there should be 2 pilot projects delivering district heating for 1,000 homes by 
2025.  Energy projects meet the ambitions of CEC’s Sustainable Energy Action Plan.   

 Participative Budgeting 

Increase allocation from current £10s of 1,000s/year to £100s of 1,000s/year by 10%/year 
for delivery of small local improvements selected through participative budgeting process. 
Promoting sense that community ideas can contribute to well-being in LIP.  Funds from 
Council + other bodies + for big issues:  Establish and pilot and pay a Citizen’s Jury to 
deliberate and decide way forward.  This will engage the community with improvements. 
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B. Improvement Plan Suggestions emerging from the Exhibition 

Stalls and displays were set up based on the following broad sustainability themes:  
Food Growing and Sharing, Green Spaces, Affordable Warmth, a Roof over your Head, 
Getting About, Economy and Jobs, and Leisure and Well-being.  Transition Edinburgh, the 
Locality Improvement Team and Friends of Granton Castle Walled Garden also exhibited.   

Participants were asked to show which themes mattered most to them with coloured dots.  

People were also asked to use post-its to consider What’s Working Well in their Locality 
and what Could Be Better.  The final opportunity to contribute was by posting ideas on 
the Wishing Tree that participants hoped for if they had a Fairy Godmother! 

Priorities identified from each of the engagement tools: 

1. Exhibition titles Strongest support for the following:  (response totals in brackets) 

 Getting About:  Walking and cycling priority over private cars (23)  I don’t need 
a car, public transport is great (12) 

 Leisure and Well-being:  Everyone enjoys an active pastime (10) 

 Food growing:  We share community meals and local seasonal veg (8) 

 Affordable warmth:  Local heating networks give trouble free heating (7). 

2. Could Be Better 

 Place / Highways:  Cycling, walking, traffic free areas especially near shops (9) 

 Affordable Homes:  Good quality social housing (4) 

 Public Transport:  Better bus provision (4) 

 Growing Space:  People who want to grow their own food should easily access 
space, and not have to wait for years which can easily make them give up (1) 

 Waste Management:  Improve bin collections (1) 

 Local Producer Priority:  Protect produce Made in Scotland not tat imports (1) 

 Green Spaces:  Start a Friends of the Canal (1) 

 Adaptation: Adapt to Climate Change actions in all Locality Plans  (1). 

3. Wishing Tree  (Number of wishes in brackets) 

 Green space:  Improvements, less litter, access to land for food growing (5) 

 Public Transport: An issue which may be outwith scope but is important to 
many, specifically bus provision.  GPs send people to St John’s Hospital in 
Livingston and there is no bus service and taxis are expensive.  The no 18 bus 
to the Infirmary only runs every hour for most of the day (3) 

 Sustainable Active Travel:  Provision for walking and cycling (2) 

 Fuel Poverty:  More warm affordable housing (2) 

 Co-operative Council:  Yes to ideas of collaboration with social enterprises (1) 

 Sustainability:  Must be incorporated in all spatial and Community Plans (1). 
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Community Planning for People & Planet: SW workshop 
Extended Report from the workshop held 6-8pm Wed 

15 February, Wester Hailes Education Centre 

How do people rate the locality? 

Background 
The aim of this activity was to give participants an opportunity to share their concerns and 
interests as a precursor to more detailed group discussions later. 

Participants were asked to think about an issue they are especially interested in and to 
rate how good the locality (or a specific area) is in respect of this issue on a scale from 
zero (appalling) to ten (wonderful). They then arranged themselves in order from zero to 
ten along one side of the room. The facilitator invited a selection of people to briefly 
describe the issue of concern to them, and why they had rated the locality as they had. 

This activity gave everyone an understanding of the breadth of issues of concern to 
participants, and the level of satisfaction with the locality in respect of these issues. 

Results 
There was a fairly even spread of ratings across the range. Within each issue there was 
also a wide spread. 

This indicates that while participants recognise there is much to be proud of, there are still 
many areas where significant improvement is required. 

The notes below represent the main points made by participants. They have been grouped 
into broad themes. 

A. Recycling in Wester Hailes 

Residents having to walk long distances to recycling points, recycling points are always 
overfull, pilot scheme for stair recycling still having problems – score 0 

B. Cycle paths and routes 

• Lots of work to train new cyclists, lots of work to reduce car use, no clear cycle paths and 
cyclists at danger on the roads – score 3 

• Cycle paths – generally good, but the condition of cycle paths is worsening, mud, leaves, 
flooding, can these be cleared up better, with wider use of tarmac on cycle paths asked 
for, the interconnectedness of cycle paths is poor  = score 6 

C. Green spaces 

• Green spaces in the area are okay, close to Pentlands, but green spaces not 
interconnected, nor are they well maintained, litter problems  – score 6 

D. Mental health  

• Significant problems in the area, specifically dementia, stress on carers, dementia 
friendly villages and towns required – score 6 
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E. Public accessible transport / congestion 

• Congestion on key arterial routes - full of commuters, problems will be exacerbated by 
housing developers, are there problems with place making and planning that cause more 
congestion / Heriot Watt University – specific public transport congestion in this area / 
challenges to planning services to ensure better designed places 

F. Lack of local shops 

• Very little local shops or cafes, have to go into town to access these, lack of local 
amenities taken over by housing and hotel developers, pubs are closing, lack of meeting 
places for local communities – score 2 

G. Energy and energy advice 

• Lots of work going on to improve energy advice to household to improve energy 
efficiency, interest in further developing community energy solar cooperatives and 
community solutions to energy and carbon reductions - score 6 

H. Vandalism 

• Acknowledgement that it has got better over recent years, neighbourhood watch might 
have more of a role, frustration at police not responding to 101 calls to tackle vandalism, 
what more can be done to prevent vandalism. 

What projects would improve the locality? 

Background 
Participants were invited to work in groups on themes of interest to them. The themes for 
the groups were based on the issues raised in the previous activity.  

Members of the group were asked to complete the sentence: If I knew we couldn’t fail, the 
one thing I’d like to change about the locality over the next five years is… 

Each group was then tasked with identifying a project that would improve their locality in 
relation to the topic. The aim was for the groups to come up with some broad outlines for 
positive action, rather than focussing on problems. 

Each group was asked to outline their project by answering the following five questions: 

• What will the project accomplish? 

• Why is it important? 

• Who is affected by it? 

• Who should be involved in the project? 

• Anything else that is especially important for the project? 

Results 

Group 1: Energy 

If I knew we couldn’t fail, the one thing I’d like to change over the next five years is… 

 All buildings retrofitted (or built) to be energy performance certificate level C or 
better 

 Nobody in Wester Hailes needs to worry about being able to keep the lights on or 
heat their homes in winter 
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 Local energy sharing solutions – solar, wind – available by and to everyone at low 
cost 

 Insulate all homes to standard 

 People live in safe, affordable, warm homes in a nice environment 
 
What will the project accomplish? 
Standard insulation to level C and behaviour 
change advice 
 
Why is it important? 

 Achieve CO2 targets 

 Reduce fuel consumption 

 Reduce fuel poverty 

 Improve pride in neighbourhood 
appearance 

 Health benefit 

 More jobs 

 More learning and knowledge 
 
Who is affected by it? 
For all buildings: 

 Social housing 

 Private rented 

 Public buildings 

 Private owned buildings 
 
Who should be involved in the project? 

 Schools, youth groups 

 PR/media 

 Local authority 

 Housing Associations 

 Charity groups 

 Tenants association 
 
Anything else that is especially important for the project? 

 Personal engagement and support 

 Political commitment 

 Funding 

 Regulations 

 Community engagement and support 
 

Group 2: Green Spaces 

If I knew we couldn’t fail, the one thing I’d like to change over the next five years is… 

 Respect and consideration for the environment 

 People enjoying and using Greenspace in a responsible way:  creating an active 
local community 

 Improved infrastructure, have quiet cycle path even the less confident can use 

 No further reduction in the amount of Greenspace in the city and people using it for 
recreation and transport in a healthier society 

 

Local Councillor opens Wester Hailes exhibition 
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 Massively increased funding for parks and Greenspace 

 The quality of access to functional Greenspace, including connectivity, is the same 
for everyone 

 Council houses 
 
Project: Preserve funding, quality, availability, access – walking, cycling 

What will the project accomplish? 

 Community cohesion 

 Reduce litter and vandalism 

 Roseburn / Union Canal cycle path 

 Pollinator linkage (Edinburgh living landscape) 

 Improved health and well being 

 Improved access, e.g. toilets 
 
Who should be involved in the project? 

 Council 

 Funders 

 SNH 

 ELGT 

 Other organisations 

 Community (FUN) 

 Developers 

 Accessibility to project 
 
Anything else that is especially important for the project? 

 FUN 

 Different uses of parks/paths 

 Access 
 
Other notes: 

• Play rangers Leith, Bruntsfield 

• Growing veg 

• Cooking 

• Portable or fixed grow boxes 

• Children’s learning groups – how does an onion grow? 

• Do the Kings’ Buildings have growing space? 

• The grove garden 

 

Group 3: Southwest is best:  improving our waste 

If I knew we couldn’t fail, the one thing I’d like to change over the next five years is… 

 Bad attitude of Edinburgh waste services 

 A place to swap and exchange stuff 

 Promotion of circular economy, not just chuck it 

 The SW locality to have the facilities to recycle and the information to recycle 
correctly 

 Swap and exchange furniture, etc 

 Attitude change and representation – culture change 
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 Closing shoots in high rises and putting out communal bins 

 Recycling advice, education and proper signposting 

 Litter control 

 To have the facilities to recycle locally and everybody to recycle 

 The streets to be free of litter 

 Collections not to be missed 
What will the project accomplish? 
Litter eliminated, new bin service with clear messages and community ownership  pride 
in place 
 
Why is it important? 

 Cut one-trip waste 

 Reduce landfill and incineration 

 Improve local environment 
 
Who is affected by it? 
Every citizen hates the mess 
 
Who should be involved in the project? 

 Households 

 Business 

 Communities 

 Youth 

 City council and their service providers 
 
Anything else that is especially important for the project? 

 Needs culture change 

 Infrastructure implemented in step with design of new scheme by engagement with 
stakeholders including school pupils 

 New multi bins to be  installed 

 Citizens advise each other what’s needed 

 Kids get involved in clean ups and in maintaining 

 School kids help design comms / signs, pester power 

 Service provider to up their game 

 

Group 4: Local Amenities 

If I knew we couldn’t fail, the one thing I’d like to change about the locality over the next 
five years is… 

• Building a community hall/cafe/pub with a community garden on an underused part of 
Harrison Park. 

• Get children involved. Keep them engaged in what is going on in the community. 

• More independent businesses (shops, cafe, offices) 

• Parental control - youth centres. Talk to parents. 

• Local (locally grown) food shops move into the area. 

• Everyone in the area have access to a warm, safe, home. 
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Project: Community Centre and Garden e.g. in Harrison Park 

What will the project accomplish? 

• Bring people out into the community and provide them with a place to meet. 
 
Why is it important? 

• Improved sense of community. 

• Mental health. 

• Befriending. 

• Identification of those who may need support (eg improvement of their housing) 

• Sense of ownership 

• Food security (community garden) 
 
Who is affected by it? 

• Everyone in the locality 

• Including working with schools, youth groups etc 

• Accessible for all. 
 
Who should be involved in the project? 

• Everyone, especially young people, retired people, volunteers 

• Council 
 
Anything else that is especially important for the project? 

• Allocation of land 

• Start up funding 

• Skill sharing 

• Enthusiastic, experienced project members. 

• If possible continue as a social enterprise. 

 

Group 5: Congestion / Transport 

If I knew we couldn’t fail, the one thing I’d like to change over the next five years is… 

• No green belt development. Plans in place to put light rail on Water of Leith cycle path. 

• Edinburgh Park developed as a mixed use area - residential, commercial, amenities 
(shops, medical centre). Edinburgh Park at present is one vast waste of precious land - a 
vast car park punctuated by the odd office block. 

• More frequent trains to Currie (current line) 

• Reinstate tramline to Balerno 

• Safer, better connected routes for active travel, and open old suburban railway 

• Planning: make it community focussed. 
 

Project: The Planning Project 
What will the project accomplish? 

• Edinburgh Park (home and work) 
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• Light rail and suburban lines 

• Connect cycle routes and paths 

• Public transport routes (ie St Johns Circular) 

• Local taxation 

• Car parks 

• Developer contributions 

• Reduce congestion (time of travel / air quality / reduce commuting) 

• Reduce accidents 

• More pleasant roads and streets 

• Changing ‘travel behaviour’ 
 
 
Why is it important? 

• Improved health and wellbeing 

• The “future environment” 

• Improve air quality 

• Climate change 

• Reduce damage to roads 
 
Who is affected by it? 

• Everybody 

• Particularly: 

• Commuters 

• Cyclists 

• Passengers 
 
Who should be involved? 

• Citizens 

• Community Councils 

• City Council 

• NHS 

• Local businesses 

• Housing developers 
 
Anything else that is especially important for the project? 

• SMART - we must deliver 

• Reliance on the car needs to reduce 
 

The Wishing Tree –  

 Sustainability in all local plans 

 Cycling and Leisure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibition opening at Wester Hailes Education Centre 
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 Make 18 bus service more frequent as it is vital for getting to Hospice, 
Crematorium, Liberton Hospital as well as ERI also for Colinton Village and 
Oxgangs 

 Better 18 Bus service e.g. every ½ hr. Instead of every hour as it serves           
crematorium, Hospice, Liberton hospital , ERI and restaurants in Colinton. 

 Food growing spaces for everybody would be fantastic  

 Litter picking team for Grass/Trees areas 

 Shall we not rubbish out of the bins to start with? 

 Reinstate local bus so people can get from SW to Livingston Hospital 

 More affordable housing and housing co-operatives 

 Well insulated and affordable heat- less winter deaths 

 Better cycling path to enable those who are new or getting back to cycling to have 
confidence while on the ride. Cyclists not sharing road with cars 

 Great to see plans for Saughton Park revitalisation 

 Love the wild flowers in the parks 

 Yes to concept of Co-operative Council – collaboration with social enterprises 

Could be better 

 Joined up thinking could be better: Adapts (to Climate Change) action in all L1 
Plans 

 Would be perfect if people who want to grow their own food could easily access 
space, other than having to wait for years which can easily make them give up. 

 Make pavements fit for purpose 

 Improve bin collections 

 Better cycle path cyclists not sharing roads with cars. It’s terrifying for new cyclists 
having to share the road. 

 Be a bit braver about experimenting with traffic free areas, particularly in shopping 
areas 

 Please plants not concrete by roads 

 Canal Pathway not always suitable for cycles and buggies as cyclists think they are 
on a race track (3 dots on this one) 

 Protect Scottish Produce Made in Scotland not imported tat 

 A rental shop for bikes more places to lock my bike, more cycle paths, more parking 
outside city centre. 

 Streets are full of cans. Should be full of people enjoying safe attractive walking. 

 Start a Friends of Canal 

 Better Cycling paths 

 Good quality social housing 

 The cost of housing is very expensive and I wish to see more training programmes 
for especially men. 

 More on road cycle facilities and parking for cycling 

 More affordable housing and Green Space. Roads and Pavements fixed, especially 
in Sighthill!! More or at least 1 Dog Warden 

 Improved standard of Housing 
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 Better 18 bus 

 Buses are good but need more for cyclists and walkers in South West Edinburgh 

 A better 18 bus service. It is a disgrace for a city supposedly having the best bus 
service in Scotland. A JOKE 

Children’s Reponses 

 To have another Rabbit 

 To have lots of money 

 Street Soccer Scotland at WHEC 

 For no School 

 For there to be no more Snakes 

 For Everyone to have a Happy Ending 
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3.  Edinburgh North West Locality Improvement Plan 

Executive Summary from Community Engagement 
Transition Edinburgh organised an Exhibition at North Edinburgh Arts Monday 20 February 
to Friday 24 February and a Community Workshop on Wednesday 22 February 2017.  

A. Improvement Plan Suggestions from the Community Workshop 

The 35 participants were invited to rate an issue of concern 0 (appalling) to 10 (wonderful).  
The facilitators then invited all to describe their issues of concern and these were used to 
establish discussion groups with similar interests – summarised below:  

Brief Summary of six Requested Locality Improvement Projects: 

Priority Projects focussed on aspects of Place + Health, Social Care and Well-being:  

1. Sustainable Active Travel:  Improve Public Transport, Cycling and Walking and 
reduce Air Pollution.  This should involve cooperation between the CEC, Transport 
for Edinburgh, NGOs such as Spokes, Living Streets and Sustrans and the local 
community through public consultation and would result in Healthy Streets for All.   

2. Map, release and use all suitable available land for Food Growing:  This should 
involve the Council and Health Services led by Community organisations.  It would 
lead to Improved Nutrition, Reduced Food Poverty, Cooking Skills and Local Jobs.  

3. “Go Wild in the Park”:  This should involve Community, Volunteers and Local 
Businesses and create a haven – especially for children – to engage with wildlife 
and learn about risks and resilience.    

4. Zero Fuel Poverty:  This project should involve energy generation, district heating 
and solar PV run by and for community benefit.  Social housing / housing 
associations, rented and privately-owned homes and public & business buildings to 
be connected – leading to lower costs, less poverty and lower carbon emissions.   

Priority Projects focussed on aspects of Place: 

5. “Ideas Cafes” in all local areas:  This would help groups in meet to formulate new 
ideas and projects.  It would involve Linkup, CAN, Community Councils, Community 
organisations and businesses working in partnership with the Council.  It would offer 
low / no cost premises and result in support for real empowerment of communities.  

6. Waste and Recycling:  The project would involve setting up a Community Swap, 
Reuse and Repair Hub to complement the Council’s improved waste management.  
This project requires the cooperative action of everyone including the Council, 
Community Councils, schools, college and environmental bodies like Changeworks.  
It would contribute to a Circular Economy locally and reduce landfill.   

B.  Improvement Plan Suggestions emerging from the Exhibition 

Stalls and displays were set up based on the following broad sustainability themes:  
Food Growing and Sharing, Green Spaces, Affordable Warmth, a Roof over your Head, 
Getting About, Economy and Jobs, and Leisure and Well-being.  Transition Edinburgh, the 
Locality Improvement Team and Friends of Granton Castle Walled Garden also exhibited.   

Participants were asked to indicate which themes mattered most to them with green dots.  

People were also asked to use post-its to consider What’s Working Well in their Locality 
and what Could Be Better.  The final opportunity to contribute was by posting ideas on 
the Wishing Tree that participants hoped for if they had a Fairy Godmother! 
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Priorities identified from each of the engagement tools: 
Exhibition titles Strongest support for the following:  (response totals in brackets) 

 Food Growing and Sharing including use of Granton Walled Garden (42) 

 Affordable Housing and Warmth – including local Heat Networks (26) 

 Green Space / Nature / Biodiversity close to home (22)  

 Job Opportunities for young people including new Social Enterprises (16). 

What’s Working Well 

 Restore and re-open Granton Castle Walled Garden for community use (10) 

Could Be Better 

 Transport:  More clean hybrid buses.  Bus to beach for locals.  Bus shelters   

 Healthy streets – for people walking and cycling – with less polluting vehicles   

 Air pollution reduction needed adjacent to school grounds   

 Waste: Better waste collection services (less rubbish and litter). More bins   

 More Bins for dog poo / reduce fouling.  Less fly tipping.  Cleaner back greens  

 Housing: Reduce power of and democratise CEC planning committee to 
prioritise social housing without swallowing up green belt   

 Energy:  New and old houses better insulated.  New builds for younger tenants   

 Food:  Organic school dinners using local food, also healthy snacks   

 Greenspace:  More tree planting.  Promote Parks for health & well-being   

 Shops:  Protect local shops.  Stop planning permission for supermarkets   

 Community:  Get kids more active / better play facilities   

 Equalities:  More for people with mobility / sensory / sight issues   

 Culture:  Investment on arts infrastructure   

 Investment:  Support for groups wanting to do things / participative budgeting.   

Wishing Tree  (Number of wishes in brackets) 

 Food / Health:  Restore and re-open Granton Castle Walled Garden for 
community use (32), develop allotment site on Silverknowes farmland (1)   

 Getting About / Health:  Less traffic pollution (3), more cycle paths (4), more 
walking (1), bypass for Salvesen Steps (1)   

 Greenspace:  “Wildwood” park with trees & pond instead of flat grass desert (1)   

 Children:  More places for imaginary play (1) 

 Employment:  More job opportunities for youth (1).  Equal opps for all (1) 

 Adults:  Nightclub, Social spaces for eating and drinking – in the community (1) 

 Community Initiatives:  Support from Council with Community-led ideas (1) 

 Human-scale Place:  No more high buildings on the waterfront (1) 

 Heritage:  Repair Dowie’s Mill Weir on the River Almond (1) 

 Mental Health:  Free Leisure Cards for those with mental health problems (1) 

 Global:  Peace and equality (1) 
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Community Planning for People & Planet: NW workshop 
Extended Report from the workshop held 6-8pm 
Wednesday 22 February at North Edinburgh Arts 

How do people rate the locality? 

Background 
The aim of this activity was to give participants an opportunity to share their concerns and 
interests as a precursor to more detailed group discussions later. 

Participants were asked to think about an issue they are especially interested in and to 
rate how good the locality (or a specific area) is in respect of this issue on a scale from 
zero (appalling) to ten (wonderful). 

They then arranged themselves in order from zero to ten along one side of the room. The 
facilitator invited a selection of people to briefly describe the issue of concern to them, and 
why they had rated the locality as they had. 

This activity gave everyone an understanding of the breadth of issues of concern to 
participants, and the level of satisfaction with the locality in respect of these issues. 

 

Issues 

There was a fairly even spread of ratings across the range. Within each issue there was 
also a wide spread. Topics raised were: 

• Upcycling and waste reduction 

• Workshop spaces are required 

• Ideas studios for community innovation 

• History trail to attract visitors 

• Transport 

• Reclaim streets from cars 

• Roads and pavements are poor quality 

• Parks and green spaces for biodiversity and events 

• Roof gardens / aerial park for biodiversity and amenity 

• Wildlife corridors 

• Biodiversity education is needed 

• Urban farming 

• Allotments 

• Community gardens 

• the walled garden 

• Improved recycling and waste management 

• Communal bins need to be deep cleaned 

• Solar energy on housing  
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• Energy from timber 

What projects would improve the locality? 

Background 
Participants were invited to work in groups on themes of interest to them. The themes for 
the groups were based on the issues raised in the previous activity.  

Members of the group were asked to complete the sentence: If I knew we couldn’t fail, the 
one thing I’d like to change about the locality over the next five years is… 

Each group was then tasked with identifying a project that would improve their 
locality in relation to the topic. The aim was for the groups to come up with some 
broad outlines for positive action, rather than focussing on problems. 

Each group was asked to outline their project by answering the 
following five questions: 

What will the project accomplish? 
Why is it important? 
Who is affected by it? 
Who should be involved in the project? 
Anything else that is especially important for the project? 
 

Results 

Group 1: Travel 

If I knew we couldn’t fail, the one thing I’d like to change about the locality over the next 
five years is… 

• the amount of space available for cycling, also allowing to reduce air pollution 

• more easy cycle paths everywhere 

• to have safe cycling routes throughout the locality 

• removal of the extension proposals for the tram and the improvement of the already 
good bus services 

• more use of public transport; tram system from Crewe Toll to Ocean Terminal 

• roads and pavements that are fit for purpose - roads without potholes, pavements 
without cracks and free of dog dirt 

Project: Better Travel 

What will the project accomplish? 
Better travel, efficient, sustainable, easy to use. Including: 

• Changes to tram extension plans 

• Continuation of improvements to bus travel 

• Improvements to walking/cycling environments 
 
Why is it important? 

• Assists ever greater number of inhabitants to get around more efficiently 

• Increase people’s confidence in using public transport 
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• Improvements in quality of life, eg less travel time, less air pollution, health 
 
Who is affected by it? 

• Residents and Visitors 
Who should be involved in the project? 

• City of Edinburgh Council 

• Transport companies: Lothian Buses/Trams 

• NGOs: Spokes, Sustrans 

• Local community / public consultation 
 
Anything else that is especially important for the project? 
Cooperation at all stages among all parties involved 
 

Group 2: Waste & Recycling 

If I knew we couldn’t fail, the one thing I’d like to change over the next five years is… 

• An effective, efficient and respected waste and recycling collections service that 
effectively communicates and engages 

• We’d have a swap, reuse and repair hub in our locality - where people could share 
unwanted stuff / could re-use - an actual Gumtree 

• Bins that get emptied regularly 

• No rubbish / exploded bins on the street - ever 
 

Project:  Respected, respecting, effective waste management service from 
CEC in collaboration with a community swap, reuse and repair hub 

 What will the project accomplish? 

• Cleaner streets 

• Happy citizens 

• Less stuff going to landfill 

• More repair, reuse and recycling 
 
Why is it important? 
Terrible frustration about rubbish on streets 

 
Who is affected by it? 
Whole community, every citizen and business 
 
Who should be involved in the project? 

• Not just the council. 

• Needs community council, citizens, civil society, and environmental bodies like 
Changeworks, schools, college campus. 

• All are responsible.  

• People need to genuinely care and act. 
 

Anything else that is especially important for the project? 
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• Sense of pride across locality 

• Support for local initiatives serving a smaller area 
 

Group 3: Parks & Green spaces 

If I knew we couldn’t fail, the one thing I’d like to change over the next five years is… 

• Friends of Park Life. Play park, open space, woodland, positively empowering people, 
especially young people - boredom, negative surroundings - Safe nurturing [things?] 
value wildlife, volunteer network, blue and green networks. 

• (Re)Wilding parts and green space and shoreline 

• Increase the amount of wildlife in the area 

• Create a network of volunteers to help others use the city’s natural places. 

• Play park in WPP 

• Make a state of the art play park in WPP 
 

Project: Go Wild in the Park 

What will the project accomplish? 

• Safe 

• Edible landscape 

• Something for everyone: kids, teenagers, adults, all abilities 

• Natural 

• Active play 

• Informal education 

• Forest schools 

• Places for picnic 

• Connectivity - links to wider green/blue networks 

• Quality 

• Down chorus 

• Kids find frogs 
 
Why is it important? 

• Health and wellbeing for everyone 

• Skills development 
 
Who is affected by it? 

• Everyone 

• Wildlife 
 
Who should be involved in the project? 

• Network of volunteers - encouraging use and activities 

• Local community 

• Local business 
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• Kids plan and deliver 
 
Anything else that is especially important for the project? 

• Asset for local area and whole city 

• Local community ‘ownership’ 
 

Group 4: Ideas Cafes 

If I knew we couldn’t fail, the one thing I’d like to change over the next five years is… 

 council less risk adverse and find creative partners 

 quality community space to create, facilitated 

 to bring people together using intranet, free Wi-Fi, demystify computers, skill 
building 

 innovation – community newspaper, new contributors, new residents, sharing 
ideas and events, etc 

Project:  Ideas Cafes in all local areas: Drylaw, Muirhouse, Corstorphine, 
Wardieburn, etc 

 
What will the project accomplish? 

• Communicating on-going plans and discussions regarding progress 

• Facilitating and supporting new ideas and projects, eg finding resources 

• ID skills gaps 

• Space to work on practical ideas 
 
Why is it important?  

• Acknowledging local (ie what’s unique to each area) 

• Fills a current gap 

• Joins stuff up 

• Strength in numbers – peer to peer and experts 

• Going from idea to implemented project 
 
Who is affected by it? 

• Everybody! 
 
Who should be involved in the project? 

• Link up 

• CAN 

• Community Councils 

• Council 

• Business in the Community 

• All community organisations 
 
Anything else that is especially important for the project? 

• Council needs to be less risk adverse – give permission to do and to fail 
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• Working in partnership with council 

• Need the resources:  funding, support in kind, premises, and expertise 

• Be willing to deal with the complexities of community groups 

• Real empowerment 
 

Group 5: Food 

If I knew we couldn’t fail, the one thing I’d like to change over the next five years is… 

• Increased food growing in suitable spaces 

• Making land available to grow food 

• Growth, creation, development 

• Fruit and vegetables grown locally 

• Sustainable environmentally friendly 

• Secure but accessible 

• Hub of energy and enthusiasm 

• Development of Granton walled garden 

• Full time community farmers to lead a major food growing drive 

• Council to map and make available all suitable land 

• Community involvement, back greens, community working together 

• Encouraging every family in area to grow food, starting in schools 

Project:  Map, release & use all of suitable available land for food production 

 
What will the project accomplish? 

• Food security increased 

• Social cohesion 

• Local jobs 
 
Why is it important? 

• People need to reconnect with food production 

• Helps address food poverty 

• Improves nutrition and health 

• Cooking skills 
 
Who is affected by it? 

• Everyone, particularly those in food poverty in areas high on index of multiple deprivation 
 
Who should be involved in the project? 

• Council 

• Local people 

• Community led 
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• Co production of local plans, support and expertise 
 
Anything else that is especially important for the project? 

• Security 

• Diversity through age groups, ethnicity 

• Engaging everyone 

• Use youth workers involving children and families 
 

Group 6: Energy 

If I knew we couldn’t fail, the one thing I’d like to change over the next five years is… 

• All buildings EPC level C or better 

• 30% increase in community solar panels 

• city ESCO (Energy Service Company)? 

• Behaviour change 

• Health, reducing poverty overall 

• Zero fuel poverty 
 

Project:  zero fuel poverty 
 

What will the project accomplish? 

• Standards to EPC level C or better 

• District heating 

• Solar PV 

• Sell generated energy to local community – not back to grid 

• Community owned, local community and city council 

• All customers charged the same – no more for pre-paid 
 
Why is it important? 

• Improved health; happier people 

• Reduced general poverty 

• Increased opportunities 

• More confidence 

• Better use of fossil fuels  

• Reduced CO2 and air pollution 

• Less safety issues (district heating) 

• Civic pride 
 
Who is affected by it? 

• Householders 

• Businesses 

• Local and national government 

• Citizens outwith locality (shares?) 
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• landlords 
 
Who should be involved in the project? 

• Social housing and housing associations 

• Rented accommodation 

• Privately owned 

• Public business buildings 
 
Anything else that is especially important for the project? 

• Multiple ownership issues 

• Joined up thinking and management 
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4.  Edinburgh North East Locality Improvement Plan 

Executive Summary from Community Engagement 
Transition Edinburgh organised an Exhibition at Craigmillar Library Monday 27 February to 
Friday 3 March, a Community Workshop on the evening of Wednesday 22 February at 
Craigmillar Library and on the afternoon of Wednesday 15 March 2017 at Out of the Blue.  

A. Improvement Plan Suggestions from the Community Workshop 

The 30 participants in the first workshop were invited to rate an issue of concern from 
0 (appalling) to 10 (wonderful).  The facilitators then invited all to describe their issues of 
concern and these were used to establish discussion groups with similar interests – 
summarised below.  These ideas were further considered at the second workshop – 
resulting in the following ideas being developed for inclusion in the draft Plan: 

Brief Summary of the five Requested Locality Improvement Projects: 

Four projects focussed on aspects of Place & Health, Social Care and Wellbeing  

1. Derelict Ground:  Creation of Green and Blue pathways for Community Gardening, 
Food Production, Green Spaces to relax and to play ball games.  This would involve 
cooperation between schools, colleges, university, residents and the Council to make 
the space available.   

2. Growing Spaces:  This project would improve health through better nutrition and 
reduce food poverty and have a positive impact on the community’s carbon footprint.   
It would be Community led – by groups like Residents’ Associations, volunteer groups, 
schools, different ethnic groups, and suppliers of seeds, wood construction companies.  

3. Healthier Food: (production and supply) The idea of this project is to create 
Community Food Markets, e.g. at schools, supplied by locally produced food from 
allotments and private gardens to provide healthier food to the community and 
especially children and to eliminate the need for food banks.  It would involve 
Community and private garden owners for production, the Council, the SHRUB Co-op, 
the Abundance group and the Citizen’s Foundation.  Outcomes include reduced illness, 
better overall physical and mental health.   

4. Warm Homes:  This project aims to attract investment in co-operative low carbon, 
warm new homes to reduce fuel poverty and improve health of residents.  It would be 
Community-led for community benefit and it would use not for profit funding sources.   

One project focussed on aspects of Place: 

1. Zero waste to landfill:  The objective of this project would be to install effective waste 
collection, communal and kerbside and to encourage proactive householders.  This 
requires cooperative from the waste contractors, e.g. Veolia, Biffa, the Council and 
Community Councils, product designers (ie no plastic bin lids) and behavioural experts. 

B. Improvement Plan Suggestions emerging from the Exhibition 

Stalls and displays were set up based on several broad sustainability themes:  
Food Growing and Sharing, Green Spaces, Affordable Warmth, a Roof over your Head, 
Getting About, Economy and Jobs, and Leisure and Well-being.  Transition Edinburgh, the 
Locality Improvement Team and other local initiatives also exhibited.  Participants were 
asked to show which themes mattered most to them with coloured dots.  
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People were also asked to use post-its to consider What’s Working Well in their Locality 
and what Could Be Better.  The final opportunity to contribute was by posting ideas on 
the Wishing Tree that participants hoped for if they had a Fairy Godmother. 

Priorities identified from each of the engagement tools: 

Exhibition titles Strongest support for the following:  (response totals in brackets) 

 Green Space / Nature / Biodiversity – close to home (18)  

 Affordable Housing and Warm Homes including Local Heat Networks (11) 

 Food Growing and sharing (7). 

What’s Working Well 

 Community initiatives: e.g. Leithers Don’t Litter. Local vibrancy, e.g. via the arts   

 Community Growing and Allotments 

 Culture:  Development of music and the arts scene, e.g. street art.   
Cultural diversity.  Cultural networks and infrastructure.  Library provision   

 Entrepreneurship:  Small independent shop infrastructure.   
Innovative enterprises and social enterprises – initiatives by people.  Markets   

 Waste:  Waste collection works in most areas   

 Transport:  Bus services (availability of network, affordability, regularity, Wi-Fi)   

 Environment:  Use of green open spaces, e.g. Pilrig Park.   

Could Be Better 

 Food:  available food should be better quality (there’s not enough ethical / local / 
organic food available).  City Council to allocate more land for food growing   

 Warm, Affordable Housing:  more homes, cap on rents, a reduction in energy bills   

 Biodiversity Promotion:  within housing areas, e.g. herbs and living walls   

 Entrepreneurship: support social enterprises, local economy & independent shops   

 Waste:  tenement collection needs improved (e.g. North Fort St and South Fort St)   

 Sustainable Transport:  Healthy Streets and more grade separated cycling paths.   

Wishing Tree  

 Green Routes:  for Health and Community / that kids can walk to and enjoy   

 Warm Homes:  very well insulated and in attractive setting with quality green space   

 Residential Energy:  new homes with onsite renewables – generates many jobs   

 Housing Co-ops:  Zero Carbon on small sites big housing developers don’t touch   

 Rooms for homeless people:  so they can sign-in and use – no questions asked 

 Apprenticeships for school leavers:  Jobs!! Jobs!! Jobs!!   

 New Waste Contracts:  so they maximise waste collection + tidy recycling areas 

 Healthy Streets:  separate lanes for pedestrians and cyclists, stop rat-runs 

 Neighbourhood volunteering:  local hubs so everyone can work together 

 Promote Leith:  creative hub of Scotland + centre of expertise in Circular Economy 

 Council Factoring Scheme:  extend Council scheme to mixed ownership stairs 

 Dog fouling:  allow community groups to fine culprits 

 School grounds:  used for growing food and getting children involved and active  

 School meals:  sourced locally! No more chips and pizza in one meal.  . 
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Community Planning for People & Planet: NE workshop 

Extended Report from the workshop held  
6-8pm Wednesday 1 March 2017 at Craigmillar Library 

How do people rate the locality? 

Background 
The aim of this activity was to give participants an opportunity to share their concerns and 
interests as a precursor to more detailed group discussions later. 

Participants were asked to think about an issue they are especially interested in and to 
rate how good the locality (or a specific area) is in respect of this issue on a scale from 
zero (appalling) to ten (wonderful).  

They then arranged themselves in order from zero to ten along one side of the room. The 
facilitator invited a selection of people to briefly describe the issue of concern to them, and 
why they had rated the locality as they had. 

This activity gave everyone an understanding of the breadth of issues of concern to 
participants, and the level of satisfaction with the locality in respect of these issues. 

Results 
There was a fairly even spread of ratings across the range. Within each issue there was 
also a wide spread. 

This indicates that while participants recognise there is much to be proud of, there are still 
many areas where significant improvement is required. 
The notes below represent the main points made by participants. They have been grouped 
into broad themes. 

A. Housing 
 Wants more council housing homes built with low energy features (Score 0) 

 Renewables incorporated into new homes - local generation. Needs government 
support and encouragement  (1) 

 Coop model as a possible route to more homes, plus self build too? 

 RSLs facing maintenance challenge of existing areas 

 Concerns over reducing space standards for dwellings 

 Difficulty of upgrading in a holistic way 

 Skills training 

 Group heating / district heating would help tackle fuel poverty. Bring heat from Millerhill 
to existing homes 

B. Green spaces 
 Green spaces around houses crucial to achieve well being 

 Actively promote biodiversity for human benefit as a well as nature 

 Needs practical space allocation 

 Needs much earlier local involvement with community 

 Real doubts about wisdom of some planning / space allocation 
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C. Waste and recycling 
 Something missing, a jumble of different bins and near bins 

 Waste just getting worse, never collecting glass bottles, furniture pick up in communal 
areas (2) 

 All the waste blows into the Water of Leith - I’d love to have less litter picking (3) 

 Waste - everyone thinks it’s just the Council’s responsibility - we’ve all got to be 
involved (2) 

D. Food 

 Local food growing, local food shops, grow your own, more box schemes, seasonal 
veg (3) 

 I’m keen on more good food promotion, Edible Estates - lots of land lying derelict - 
could this be used for community gardens 

E. Transport 
 Need more transport - dedicated lanes for cyclists, clearer pedestrian priorities laws, 

sustainable active travel 

 Get kids active 

F. Community Empowerment 
 More participatory budgeting 

 Promotion of local currency/exchanges 

What projects would improve the locality? 

Background 
Participants were invited to work in groups on themes of interest to them. The themes for 
the groups were based on the issues raised in the previous activity.  

Members of the group were asked to complete the sentence: If I knew we couldn’t fail, the 
one thing I’d like to change about the locality over the next five years is… 

Each group was then tasked with identifying a project that would improve their locality in 
relation to the topic. The aim was for the groups to come up with some broad outlines for 
positive action, rather than focussing on problems. 

Each group was asked to outline their project by answering the following five questions: 

 What will the project accomplish? 

 Why is it important? 

 Who is affected by it? 

 Who should be involved in the project? 

 Anything else that is especially important for the project? 
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Group 1: Derelict Ground 

Responses to “If I knew we couldn’t fail, the one thing I’d like to change about the locality 
over the next five years is…” incorporated in project notes below. 

Project: Derelict Ground 
 

What will the project accomplish? 

• Green pathways 

• Blue pathways 

• Space in NE locality for 

• community gardening 

• Food production 

• Space to relax 

• Play a ball game 
 
Why is it important? 

• Community wellbeing 

• Exercise opportunities 

• Educating people on how to 

• grow food 

• appreciate nature 
 
Who is affected by it? 

• Children and families 

• Retired people 

• Local community 

• Everyone! 

• Flowers and bees 
 

Who should be involved in the project? 

• Schools, college, university 

• Local residents 

• Council to make job available 
 
Anything else that is especially important for the project? 

• Maintaining the ground long term - resources and people 
 

Group 2: Waste 

If I knew we couldn’t fail, the one thing I’d like to change about the locality over the next 
five years is… 

• Implement an effective no-waste-to-landfill system across the locality - with 
contracting/incentives in place to provide neat and tidy recycling/waste areas as well as 
100% waste capture 
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• An improved waste collection service that results in less waste on the streets and around 
communal bins, and results in more waste being recycled 

• No litter, dog fouling and graffiti 

• Turn Leith into a zero waste town with communities able to take action on the 
cleanliness of their environment 

Project: Waste 
What will the project accomplish? 

• Effective waste collection, communal and kerbside 

• Zero waste to landfill 

• Proactive householders 
 
Why is it important? 

• Using resources effectively, long term (economic benefit) 

• Keeping streets clear 
 
Who is affected by it? 

• Everybody 

• Householders 
 

Who should be involved in the project? 

• Current waste contractors, e.g. Veolia, Biffa 

• CEC 

• Community councils 

• Product designers (i.e. not plastic lids on bins) 

• Behavioural expert 
 
Anything else that is especially important for the project? 

• Giving platforms to community solutions (today!) 

• Education on waste and product lifecycle 

• CEC thinking/planning that invests long term, not short 

• Correct infrastructure 
 

Group 3: Growing spaces 

If I knew we couldn’t fail, the one thing I’d like to change over the next five years is… 

• More local food growing in school grounds and community spaces 

• Increased number and size of growing areas 

• Where you can buy local food is obvious 

• Not dependent on supermarkets 

• Better food security 

• Access to healthy, local, seasonal Growing schemes, markets, food assemblies, farm 
boxes 

• Making a good space for everyone who wants to be able to grow some of their own 
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Project:  Growing spaces 
 
What will the project accomplish? 

• Better health and diet 

• More attractive spaces 

• Reducing social isolation 

• Creating a safe and welcoming space 

• Building community resilience 

• Impacting on carbon footprint 

• Addressing food poverty 
Why is it important? 
The above plus: 

• Transferring skills that help people 

• Helping the environment 

• Easier and more visible change 

• More nutritious food 
 
Who is affected by it? 

• Everyone 
 Visible growing spaces in a community can raise awareness of health and 

sustainability.  More deprived areas would see a greater impact form increasing 
access to healthy food and space to grow 

 
Who should be involved in the project? 

• As many people as possible 

• Inks to key stakeholders and groups to keep it going 

• Residents organisations 

• Schools 

• Volunteer groups 

• Different ethnic groups 

• Suppliers of seeds 

• Wood construction companies 

• Seed swaps with other growing spaces 

• Tool and knowledge sharing 
 
Anything else that is especially important for the project? 

• Land space to use 

• Statutory powers over land owners to stop land banking 

• Cooking skills 

• Involving business – cafes, restaurants, supermarkets 

• Preserving skills – how to use tools and gluts of food 
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Homes Spaces and places for people 
 
Ideas: 

• Create more affordable homes and ensure existing stock is better maintained 

• Dedicated separate lanes for cyclist s and pedestrians 

• Affordable first homes 

• Build on railway lines 

• Carbon neutral/negative new build council houses 
 

Project:  Homes 

• Investment in cooperative low carbon warm new homes (co-housing too?) 

• Thermally upgraded existing homes 

• Some with district heating 

• Well maintained 
Why:   

• Reduce fuel poverty, improve health outcomes 
 
Who is affected? 

• We all need an affordable roof over our heads, but especially young and old 
 

Who is involved: 

• Community-led for community benefit 

• Not for profit funding sources 
 
Other important issues: 

• Land reform 

• Innovative ideas for land release for starting homes 

• Segregated cycle routes 

• Rent controls, secure tenancies 

• Taxation of excessive profiteer by landlords. 
 
 

 
 

Postscript – on the value of engaging voluntary organisations 

This enagement work was led by a small steering group of Transition Edinburgh members 
– Pat Abel, Reem Al-Kayyem, Katharina Bouchard, Isla Browning, Johanna Carrie and 
David Somervell.  We made an estimate of the professional time spent in organising these 
community engagement events and exhibitions bearing in mind the following guidance 
extracted from the Heritage Lottery Fund website: 

"One question the Heritage Lottery Fund often get asked is:  “What rates do you use to calculate 

volunteer time?”   

You should use the following rates to work out the financial value of the time volunteers 

contribute to a project: 
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 Professional labour - £350 a day (e.g. accountancy or teaching) 

 Skilled labour - £150 a day (e.g. administrative work, carpentry or leading a guided walk) 

 Unskilled labour - £50 a day (e.g. clearing a site or working as a steward at an event) 

I guess I must have spent at least four days in preparation for the events then a further 1.5 
days each on the exhibitions moves and workshop events themselves (x4) plus the fifth at 
a further day plus three days altogether on the editing etc of the Summary Reports. [seven 
hour working days].  For me that is maybe 14 days.   

The other members of the TE committee all put in a very substantial commitment too - so 
we estimate that altogether we might have contributed a total of at least 45 days 
community time and suggest that this was at least at the £150/day rate?!   

So it could be considered that the expertise and organising commitment from the voluntary 
committee of Transition Edinburgh has donated perhaps £6,750 in personal time to this 
Community Engagement exercise.   Surprising how the time adds up! – and that excludes 
all the time spent by the many organisations [below] who contributed to the exhibitions.   

David Somervell, Convener, Transition Edinburgh 
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Exhibition Contributions   

The project was greatly enhanced by participation of the following organisations which 
provided exhibition materials to spark people’s imagination.  Many thanks to all of them. 
 

Stall City Chambers  
6 Feb 

Wester Hailes 
Educ C 13 Feb 

North Ed Arts  
20 Feb 

Craigmillar Library 
27 Feb 

1. Welcome 

+ Launch 

Maureen Childs 

Nick Croft 

Gavin Corbett  

Scott Neill NP  

Lesley Hinds  

Peter Strong  NP  

Maureen Childs  

Evelyn Kilmurry  NP  

2. Food 
growing and 
sharing 

Community Food  

Nourish  

Wester Hailes 
Edible Estate  

Community Food  

Nourish  

Community Food  

Nourish  

Friends of Granton 
Castle Walled Gdn  

Pilton Comm’y Gdn 

Community Food  

Eva PEDAL orchard  

Nourish  

Magdalene Edible 
Edinburgh  

3. Locality  
Imp’t Team 

Andrew Gallagher  Craig Dunlop and 
Michael Edwards  

Peter Strong,  
Jim Pattison   

Evelyn Kilmurray / 
Graham Rowan  

4. Affordable 
Warmth 

3 for month 

Tower Power 
Changeworks  

Solar Coop  

Tower Power 
Changeworks  

Solar Coop  

Tower Power 
Changeworks/ 

Solar Coop  

Tower Power 
Changeworks/ 

Solar Coop  

5. Green 
Spaces 

Biodiversity 

Friends of the 
Meadows     ELGT  

Biodiversity  

Friends of Saugh-
ton Pk  ELGT  

Biodiversity  

Friends of Corst-
orphine Hill ELGT  

Biodiversity  

Bridgend Farmhouse 

ELGT  

6. Getting 
About 

FoE Air- Pollution  

Spokes 

Living Streets  

Transport for 
Edinburgh  

Causey Dev Trust  

FoE Air-pollution  

 Spokes  

Living Streets  

Transport for 
Edinburgh   

 

FoE Air- Pollution  

Spokes  

Living Streets  

Transport for 
Edinburgh  

FoE Air- Pollution  

Spokes  

Living Streets  

Transport for Edinburgh  

7. Roof over 
your Head 

Edinburgh Fed 
Tenants Assoc  

SEAP District 
Heating  

Edinburgh Fed 
Tenants Assoc 

SEAP District 
Heating  

Edinburgh Fed 
Tenants Assoc  

SEAP District Htg  

Quay Community 
Improvement (Port 
of Leith Housing 
Assoc)  

Eco Housing Coop 

Student Housing Coop 

Hunters Hall Coop  

SEAP District Heating  

Quay Community 
Improvement (Port of 
Leith Housing Assoc   

8. Jobs and 
equalities. 

Edinburgh 
Guarantee  

Young Scot  

WE ACT Edinburgh 
College 

Edinburgh 
Guarantee  

Young Scot  

WE ACT Edinburgh 
College 

Edinburgh 
Guarantee  

Young Scot  

WE ACT Edinburgh 
College 

Edinburgh Guarantee  

Young Scot  

WE ACT Edinburgh 
College 

9. Leisure 
and well 
being 

Active 
Communities  

Edin Leisure  

Health in Mind  

Tap-in –to-it 

Active Communities 
Edin Leisure 

Health in Mind 

 Tap-in –to-it 

Active Communities 
Edin Leisure  

Pilton Health 
Project  

Health in Mind  

Tap-in –to-it 

Active Communities 
Edin Leisure  

Health in Mind  

Tap-in –to-it 

11 Local 
Priorities 

Drying Greens 
Comas  

Shasta Ali 
Equalities  

Waste 
Changeworks  

Neighbourhood Alliance  

 


